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Seven Deadly Sins of Boilerplate

or

“Cut and Paste May Get You Sued”

D. Hull Youngblood, Jr.
Austin, Texas
Classic 7 Deadly Sins

- Wrath
- Greed
- Sloth
- Pride
- Lust
- Envy
- Gluttony
7 Deadly Sins of Boilerplate

- The Sin of Inadequate Defense
- The Sin of Who’s Who?
- The Sin of Cause and Effect
- The Sin of Contractual Gluttony
- The Sin of Severability
- The Sin of Lex Loci Contractus
- The Sin of Giving
7 Deadly Sins

- 7 Deadly Sins
- 30 Minutes
- 4 minutes and 16 seconds per sin

- Sculpt these provisions carefully, or understand the risks in failing to do so